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The world faces old and new security challenges that are more
complex than our multilateral and national institutions are
currently capable of managing. International cooperation is ever
more necessary in meeting these challenges. The NYU Center on
International Cooperation (CIC) works to enhance international
responses to conflict, insecurity, and scarcity through applied
research and direct engagement with multilateral institutions
and the wider policy community.
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conflict, insecurity, and scarcity issues. This allows us to see critical
inter-connections and highlight the coherence often necessary
for effective response. We have a particular concentration on the
UN and multilateral responses to conflict.
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Executive Summary
Across the Middle East, the year 2011 already appears
destined to be a period of upheaval. It is not yet clear how
the dramatic events of January and February will influence
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, but three factors suggest
that this year will also be one of change for Palestinians
and Israelis.
First, Palestinian expectations have been moved by the
powerful, popular movements that have wrought political
change in their immediate neighborhood. The fact that
popular action has opened the way for change elsewhere
in the region is likely to energize Palestinians and may
hasten, at least, a shift in Palestinian strategy. It could elicit
more substantial transformation.
Second, the government of Israel has been shaken out of
its relative comfort by regional events. With the fall of the
Mubarak regime, Israel may lose a reliable regional ally in
the peace process. Its relationship with Turkey has already
shifted. Israel is consequently facing the possibility of acute
isolation in the region, accompanied by a strengthening
de-legitimization campaign. Pressure on Israel to tackle
the Palestinian issue actively has intensified, though it is
not clear in what policy direction regional developments
will push the Netanyahu government.
Third, Palestinian prime minister Salam Fayyad has created an expectation that something will move Palestinians
closer to statehood in August/September 2011. In August
2009, Fayyad launched a finite, two-year institution-building program through which he sought to demonstrate
that Palestinians were ready to take on the responsibilities
of statehood. The technical achievements of this program
are already considerable. Fayyad’s deadline-setting strategy has worked: Palestinians expect some kind of political
change in August/September 2011, though no one knows
exactly what will happen.
Four sets of options for political action in August/
September 2011 are analyzed in this paper. The first
option is ‘business as usual’: PM Salam Fayyad and
his government demonstrate that they have achieved

the institutional standards sought by the international
community, but their achievements elicit no substantial
response from the international community or Israel. Such
a (non-) response to the Fayyad government program
might be expected to have three effects on the political
process: First, it would break the connection between
institutional reform and political progress; second, it would
strengthen Palestinian opponents of Fayyad who argue
that he is simply pursuing the “economic peace” agenda
and doing the security dirty work of the Israelis; and third,
it would erode ordinary Palestinians’ commitment to the
Fayyad-led PA and encourage them to pursue alternative
routes, including violent and non-violent direct action.
A push for broader international recognition of the
State of Palestine prior to a peace agreement is also
possible. Could international recognition of the State –
via the UN Security Council, the UN General Assembly, or
through recognition by individual states – bring the twostate solution any closer? Within the UN context, options
are limited: Palestine can only become a UN member state
if the Security Council recommends this to the General
Assembly; this would require a fundamental policy shift
by the United States. A UN General Assembly resolution,
or broader recognition of Palestine outside the UN
framework, would be easier to achieve than a UN Security
Council resolution. Broader international recognition of
Palestine without US support or UN membership would
confront the Palestinian leadership with interesting
policy dilemmas: who, for example, would be granted
citizenship of the new state? How would the PLO relate to
the new Palestine? Broader state recognition could not, by
itself, lead to effective Palestinian sovereignty, however.
Recognition of Palestine that was not accompanied by
measures to implement statehood would not enable the
Palestinian government successfully to monopolize the
legitimate use of force within the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
neither would it enable Palestinians to control borders of
the territory or access Jerusalem. Recognition without
detailed implementation measures might therefore prove
complicated for the Palestinian leadership and profoundly
disappointing to many Palestinians.
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A third political option is dissolution of the Palestinian
Authority, which would return direct responsibility for
administration of the territory to Israel. Dissolution of
the PA would have an immediate, significant impact
on Palestinian living standards in the West Bank, and it
would be hard to imagine a handover to Israeli control
without some violence. If the PA were dismantled in the
West Bank, Gaza might become the only remaining area
governed by Palestinians: the Hamas authority would
probably remain in place unless Israel chose forcibly to
dismantle it. Dissolving the PA is a high-risk option, but it
would definitely shift the Israeli-Palestinian debate. Some
commentators argue that it would demonstrate to Israelis
that a two-state solution is the only way to preserve Israel’s
identity as a “vibrant, Jewish, and democratic state.”
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We look at a fourth option for 2011: new facts on the
ground with international endorsement. In Prime
Minister Fayyad’s view, Palestinians urgently need to see
evidence that the occupation is being rolled back. The
prime minister has proposed several possible changes,
“political deliverables” that would broaden the scope of
the PA, reduce the impact of the occupation, and indicate
to Palestinians that their government’s approach is helping
them toward statehood. Concerted action to enable the
PA to deliver these visible changes, plus an international
event marking the completion of the state-building
program, could help demonstrate progress and enable
the state-building process to maintain momentum. This
process would be accompanied by Palestinian political
debate about public policy, the route to statehood, and
the healing of internal Palestinian divisions.
None of the options discussed in this paper can end the
conflict. There is no good alternative to a negotiated peace
agreement between Israel and the PLO. International
recognition of Palestine in 2011 would be unlikely to
lead to the establishment of a state that monopolizes
the legitimate use of force within the territory claimed
by the PLO. Two large impediments remain: the Israeli
occupation is the first, heaviest, and most obvious of
these; the Palestinian political situation is a second serious
impediment. Palestinians are not united behind the idea
of statehood that is being proposed by President Abbas

and promoted at an institutional level by the government
of Salam Fayyad.
State-building (as opposed to institution-building)
is a profoundly political process, one that involves a
progressive strengthening of the relationship between the
state and society so that the state comes to be regarded
by the vast majority of its citizens as the legitimate source
of public authority. State-building requires an effective
political process for negotiating the mutual demands
between the state and societal groups. Although Fayyad’s
government has made substantial contributions toward
building Palestinian state institutions, the prime minister
has neither the mandate nor the legitimacy to lead the
political aspect of Palestinian state-building. The political
dimension of Palestinian state-building must now move
ahead if Fayyad’s achievements are to be preserved and
developed into broader change.
Opening Palestinian political life, freeing up internal
dialogue and political bargaining, is of course risky.
However, a transition from the present PA and PLO
leadership is inevitable, even if it is not imminent.
New leaders must emerge to articulate options for the
Palestinian state, and these leaders can come forward only
through dialogue among Palestinians.
The year 2011 offers important opportunities for the
Palestinian leadership to encourage political debate
around non-violent routes to statehood. Fayyad and
his government have helped to keep the idea of two
states alive by building institutions, generating a sense
of optimism and movement, and providing a credible
non-violent way forward for Palestinians. Now, across
the Arab world, “moderate” and “hardliner” labels are
breaking down and new political players and alliances
are emerging. Popular engagement in politics has been
re-awakened: people have seen how direct action has
wrought transformations that the US has been trying for
years to achieve. A transformation of Palestinian political
scene is almost inevitable in this regional context. This
transformation is more likely to proceed calmly if a political
process is agreed, and can take place under the unifying
authority of President Abbas.
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issue actively (rather than just postpone decision-making)
has intensified.

Introduction

Third, Palestinian prime minister Salam Fayyad has already
created an expectation that something will move Palestinians closer to statehood in August/September 2011.
In August 2009, Fayyad launched a two-year institutionbuilding program through which he sought to demonstrate that Palestinians were ready to take on the responsibilities of statehood. The plan is a technical one, but it is
also intended to influence the politics of the conflict. Its
overall objective is to “expedite the end of the occupation
by working very hard to build positive facts on the ground,
consistent with having our state emerge as a fact that cannot be ignored.”5 Fayyad has re-emphasized that the current Israeli-Palestinian arrangements are temporary,6 and
inserted a deadline into what had become a depressingly
open-ended state-building and negotiations process.
When the PA’s plan concludes in August 2011, Fayyad argues, “we will have amassed such credit, in form of positive
facts on the ground, that the reality is bound to force itself
on the political process.”7

In late December last year, Egyptian novelist and academic
Ezzedine Choukri-Fishere condemned 2010 as “the most
boring year of the decade,” the year in which nothing
happened in the Arab world.1 A month later, he was
brandishing a metal bar on the streets of Cairo, both
exhilarated and alarmed by the speed of change in Egypt.2
2011 is already a year of upheaval in the Middle East. It
is not yet clear how the dramatic events of January and
February will influence the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, but
three factors suggest that this year will also be one of
change for Palestinians and Israelis.
First, the expectations of Palestinians have been moved
by the powerful, popular movements that have wrought
political change in their immediate neighborhood. At the
end of 2010, seasoned analysts of the conflict perceived
Palestinians to be “exhausted, in search of a respite, not a
fight.”3 Few believed that Palestinian non-violent resistance
could change the terms of the peace process.4 Regional
developments have shifted the Palestinian dynamic,
however. The fact that popular action has opened the way
for political change elsewhere in the Arab world is likely
to energize Palestinians. This may hasten, at least, a shift
in Palestinian strategy; it could provoke a more substantial
transformation.
Second, the government of Israel has been shaken out
of its relative comfort by events in the region. Until street
protests shook the Egyptian regime, Israel was feeling
little pressure to resolve the Palestinian issue. With the fall
of the Mubarak regime, Israel has lost a reliable regional
ally in the peace process – a blow that comes shortly after
the loss of Turkey as a strategic partner. With uncertainty
about the transition in Egypt, Israel is facing the possibility
of acute isolation in the region, accompanied by a
strengthening de-legitimization campaign elsewhere in
the world. It is not clear in what direction these regional
developments will push the government of Israel. What
is clear is that pressure on Israel to tackle the Palestinian

5

In 2010, the World Bank and the Quartet recognized the
significant technical progress achieved by the Fayyad
government.8 The deadline-setting strategy also worked:
August/September 2011 is already a significant date in the
Palestinian context.9 No one knows what will happen after
this date, however. The best-case scenario for August 2011
is that Israel and the PLO conclude a comprehensive peace
deal leading to the establishment of a Palestinian State: the
PA’s institutions would be ready, in this case, to serve the
new state. Prospects for a negotiated settlement currently
look dim, however. Palestinians and the international
community have begun to explore alternative ways to
move toward the objective of Palestinian statehood.
In this paper, we examine several political options for
August/September 2011: a business-as-usual response to
conclusion of the state-building plan; a push for recognition
of the state prior to a peace agreement; and a decision
to dissolve the PA. We also examine a fourth option: a
concerted push to enhance the scope and legitimacy of
the PA, plus an international “event” to mark conclusion of
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the two-year plan, which together might give the Fayyad
government (or a successor government committed to
similar policies) enough credibility and political support to
continue working after August 2011.
The Fayyad government faces numerous problems
and constraints, including domestic opposition to the
prime minister’s approach. Some Palestinians would
be happy to see it swept away by a popular demand for
wholesale political change. Others, however, regard the
August 2011 deadline as an opportunity to push for the
establishment of a functioning, secular Palestinian state.
Fayyad’s institutional reforms, which ensure greater
fiscal transparency, better services, and economic
improvements, may be seen as consistent with some of
the demands for reform heard elsewhere in the region. On
the other hand, the regional push for democratic change
may serve to highlight the lack of a functioning Palestinian
legislature and legislative checks on the PA’s executive
authority.

6

Fayyad’s project is inherently limited. To generate lasting
progress toward a two-state solution, it needs to be
supported by a coherent international strategy; by greater
Israeli flexibility; and, perhaps most important, by an
internal political process that reunites Palestinians behind
the idea of statehood. The events of early 2011 could help
to open up opportunities for progress toward a resilient
Palestinian state. Much work nonetheless remains to be
done to translate Fayyad’s institution-building success into
a comprehensive strategy for Palestinian state-building.

What are the PA’s practical achievements?
Our focus in this paper is primarily on the political
implications of implementation of the PA’s plan. It is
nonetheless necessary briefly to review recent indicators
of the PA’s performance, because some critics have
accused the PA of failing to make substantial progress in
institution-building.10
Three areas of institutional performance – public financial
management, security, and social service delivery – are
particularly important in the Palestinian context. The

quality of PA financial management, and in particular
transparency, is a key determinant of Palestinians’ and
donors’ faith in the Authority’s ability to manage public
goods. Palestinian security performance is a crucial
determinant of the political atmosphere and climate
for negotiations. The quality and availability of essential
services is a “key measure of governance”11 and a source
of state legitimacy and resilience in all situations,12
but it has a special significance as a link between the
Palestinian government and the population it serves
because the PA cannot perform other functions normally
associated with functioning states.13 The PA’s capacity
to ensure that the essential needs of its population are
met through service provision – and, importantly, to take
credit for improvements – may therefore be an important
determinant of the success of the current Palestinian
state-building project.14
So how well is the PA performing in these three areas? In
September 2010, the World Bank – which has monitored
Palestinian governance institutions more consistently
than any other body during the post-Oslo period – praised
the PA’s public financial management systems.15 Its praise
is especially noteworthy because in the past the Bank has
been highly critical of the PA. The Bank noted that “reforms
in several important areas such as the electricity sector,
pensions, and the social safety net have led to a fiscally
stronger PA.… These reforms were long in the making and
represent significant milestones for the PA.”The PA was also
credited for an improvement in the investment climate,
and progress in mobilizing domestic resources through
taxation.16 Taxation is an important element in statebuilding, because it establishes relationships between the
state and societal interests that help to create legitimate,
accountable public authorities.17
The PA has also made major progress in security
performance.18 The US Security Coordinator heaped
praise on the “new” Palestinian forces in a speech in May
2009.19 The International Crisis Group, in its report on
the Palestinian security sector, concludes that while an
objective evaluation of improvements is difficult, the
PA has certainly made visible changes: It “has ended the
chaos in the streets and successfully combated Hamas in
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the West Bank.” Crisis Group also quotes several positive
Israeli assessments of the change to the Palestinian
security sector, including a former member of the Israeli
National Security Council who said:
For a long time, we had zero belief in the PA’s ability to
implement anything within the security sector. Our
cooperation with them was limited by a complete
lack of systematic work on the Palestinian side. But
Salam Fayyad is changing all of this. The Palestinian
security forces are now being professionalized, with
an emphasis on implementation.20
The Palestinian Authority already has an impressive record
in social service delivery, at least by regional standards.
Palestinians have achieved almost universal enrolment in
primary education and the best primary completion rate
in the Middle East and North Africa region. They also have
the highest gross enrolment rate in secondary education
(94 percent) and the third highest tertiary enrollment rate
in the region, after Lebanon and Jordan.21 Health service
provision is adequate by regional standards, and national
health indicators have not shown significant deterioration
despite the continuing conflict.22 The Fayyad government
has maintained, and in some cases improved, delivery of
social services to Palestinians.23 Improvements in law and
order, as well as social services, have helped to build Palestinian support for the Fayyad government.24
There are, of course, still problems with the PA institutions,
perhaps most important of which is the lack of a
functioning legislature following the Ramallah/Gaza split,
and the consequent lack of a proper legislative process or
legislative checks on executive authority. The Palestinian
Legislative Council may be revived in 2011, though much
depends on Israeli cooperation and Hamas’s approach to
the proposed elections.25 After completion of the current
two-year program, it will still be easy to find faults and
shortcomings in the PA’s performance. It is nonetheless
clear that governance standards in key areas have
improved, and are now at least adequate in comparison
to other states in the region. Implementation of the
program has helped to ensure that the PA’s institutional
shortcomings cannot be employed indefinitely as an
excuse for failure to address deeper political questions.

What are the constraints facing the PA
and its leadership?
Some commentators and officials argue that because of
political constraints, the Fayyad government has already
hit a “glass ceiling” beyond which further institutional
progress is impossible.26 The Fayyad government’s ability
to continue developing the Palestinian Authority toward
effective statehood is currently limited by several factors,
the first and most obvious of which are the occupation and
the terms of the Oslo accords.
While Israel occupies the West Bank and Gaza27 the PA
cannot come even close to performing the central state
function: it cannot successfully exercise a monopoly of
the legitimate use of force within a given territory.28 The
Oslo arrangements rule out a unified body of rules and
legal practices that can be applied across the territory.
Israel controls land and population registers, and can veto
the entry and residence of all persons to and within the
occupied territory.29 The Palestinian Authority’s capacities
to form and manage the market, promote private-sector
investments,30 and control public assets31 in the Palestinian
territory are also limited by the Oslo framework.32

7

The Palestinian Authority’s capacity to win the uncontested loyalty of Palestinians is limited by its need to cooperate with Israel on a number of issues, the most important
– and problematic – of which is security. One of the primary responsibilities of states, and a crucial source of their
legitimacy, is the provision of security for citizens.33 The
PA’s obligation to serve as protector of Israel when Israel
still occupies the territories Palestinians are committed to
liberating is a “daring” idea34 – not least because in the Palestinian context, political legitimacy has long been linked
to resistance against the Israeli occupation.35 The contradictions inherent in this aspect of the PA model were already problematic for the Palestinian leadership a decade
ago.36 They are more so now, because (in contrast to the
PA under President Arafat) the Fayyad government is actually implementing security procedures to the satisfaction of Israel and the United States.37 When the PA began
to implement its security crackdown in the West Bank in
2007, critics compared it with the South Lebanon Army.38
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PA cooperation with Israel on security issues has also become increasingly difficult politically for the PA leadership
because Hamas has established an alternative model for
Palestinian governance in Gaza which combines statebuilding with resistance.
The Palestinian Authority cannot represent or serve all
Palestinians, and this also limits its capacity to develop
toward statehood. The PA was not intended to, and has
not, replaced the PLO as the “sole legitimate representative
of the Palestinian people.” Although the PA has assumed
many state-like capacities,39 the PLO retains several “state”
functions: it represents Palestinians in peace negotiations
with Israel, in the United Nations (as an Observer), and in
relations with other states. While the PLO represents the
entire Palestinian people, including 4.7 million refugees,
the PA is only mandated to provide services to nonrefugee Palestinians living inside the occupied territory.40

8

As Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad depends for
his position on President Abbas, who appointed him and
to whom he reports. Fayyad is not mandated to speak on
final status issues. Occasionally he has done so, and this has
contributed to tensions within the Ramallah leadership: in
spring 2010, for example, relations between Fayyad and
Abbas reportedly “hit a rough patch” following Fayyad’s
interview with Haaretz, in which he hinted at the option of
declaring statehood following conclusion of the PA’s plan
and discussed the issue of refugees in this context.41
The de facto division between the West Bank and Gaza
constitutes another major restriction on the PA’s capacity
to develop as a state, and to forge a social contract
with Palestinians. Hamas has established an alternative
government in Gaza that taxes, provides services
to, exercises authority over, and seeks the loyalty of
Palestinians.42 Living conditions in Gaza are difficult, and
Hamas is hardly triumphant – but neither is it on its knees.43
It has maintained its government of the Strip, despite
the war of 2008-09 and more than three years of siege
conditions. According to one assessment, “the revenuestrapped Hanieh government is achieving a level of
service delivery with 32,000 employees (including 15,000
policemen and other Ministry of Interior personnel) that

broadly matches that achieved by the Fatah-dominated
Palestinian Authority prior to June 2007.”44
The process for healing the Gaza-West Bank split is through
negotiations between Fatah and Hamas: Fayyad is not a
participant. Negotiations have been under way for some
time but have yielded no results, and few Palestinians are
optimistic about their prospects of success.45 The crisis
in Egypt will undoubtedly affect this process. Fayyad has
been “more creative than Fatah about what can be done in
Gaza,” and his non-confrontational approach has led to an
“incremental penetration” of the Strip.46 Authorities in both
Ramallah and Gaza have made “pragmatic compromises
to ensure the continuation of vital public services for the
people in Gaza,” and there is now extensive cooperation
between the two to ensure continued electricity supply,
health service provision, and education, although in other
areas (notably the judiciary) cooperation has broken
down.47
Fayyad’s relationship with Hamas is not an easy one: he
is considered to be responsible48 for the crackdown on
Hamas in the West Bank. Some diplomats believe that he
is more likely to be able to breach the Gaza-West Bank
split than his Fatah colleagues, however.49 Fayyad himself
has hinted that he might be able to come to some kind
of arrangement with Hamas on security issues, because
Hamas is “following the same security doctrine” as the
PA.50 He has made clear he can accept political pluralism
but not security pluralism, and sees the security issue as
the essential matter that must be resolved for unity to be
sustainable. Fayyad does not have freedom to move on
this issue, however, in part because of opposition from
Fatah.51 On the Hamas side there are signs that more
pragmatic elements find it difficult to prevail in debates
over the approach to the reconciliation issue. In late 2010
there were signs of new tensions between Gaza and
Ramallah, with the PA briefing diplomats against Hamas
plots to destabilize the West Bank, including attacks on
settlers and the IDF, and even against the PA itself, and
Hamas escalating its verbal attacks on the PA’s alleged
mistreatment of detainees and “collaboration” with Israeli
security.
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Salam Fayyad’s Palestinian Authority government is limited
by numerous challenges to its legitimacy, and to the
legitimacy of Fayyad himself as a leader of the Palestinians.
His government has not been elected, and it is accused of
behaving in authoritarian ways.52 Some Palestinians fear
that his agenda advances Israel’s interests more effectively
than it promotes those of the Palestinians.53 Fayyad’s PA
does not have the long-standing, “embedded,” or “residual”
legitimacy of the PLO and its main faction, Fatah;54 nor
does it possess legitimacy derived from resistance to the
occupation, which is now claimed by Hamas.55 Fayyad’s
party, the Third Way, has a very small popular following,
and the lack of a constitutional or democratic basis for
his government leaves it exposed to criticism from the
Palestinian National Initiative and other national and
international commentators.56 Hamas officials have
described Fayyad as “a person without legitimacy.”57
Palestinian pollster and political analyst Khalil Shikaki
argues that “without a record in the national struggle,”
Fayyad “can never hope to challenge Abbas, or any other
Fatah leader for that matter; he can only govern on
behalf of someone else, someone who has the necessary
credibility.”58 Fayyad relies on the support of the president;
but PLO and Fatah elites have also been highly critical of
the prime minister.59
Fayyad himself claims, “The legitimacy of government
depends on its capacity to deliver equitable social and
economic development to the people and equal opportunities for all.”60 Legitimacy derived from performance is,
of course, important,61 but not sufficient by itself to sustain the government in the long run or through periods
of crisis. To survive politically in the short run, the Fayyad
government must be able to demonstrate improvements
in performance: it must be seen to be helping Palestinians
to “withstand the adversity of this occupation and stick
around on our land, exercise our right to life on it for one
day longer.”62 In the longer term, the Palestinian government will need to establish other sources of legitimacy.63
This will require an inter-Palestinian political process64
through which Palestinians heal their current divisions
and find ways to reconcile differing ideas, not just about
the role and function of the state but also about whether
establishment of a state is the best way to achieve the collective objectives of the Palestinian people.

Political options for September 2011
By setting a deadline of August 2011 for completion of
Palestinian state-building, the Fayyad government has
challenged the PLO and the international community
to decide what should happen immediately following
this date. In the section below, we analyze what three of
the most widely discussed options might look like, the
diplomatic or interparty process, and how each might
affect the political context and the situation on the ground.

Business as usual
The idea
The completion of the Fayyad government’s institutionbuilding program may be met with little or no international response, either because of a lack of international
consensus about what the response should be or because
leading members of the international community consider
the Fayyad plan to be less important than negotiations between the PLO and Israel.

9

The process
It is easy to imagine a business-as-usual international
response to an announcement by the Thirteenth
Government that it had completed its program, and that
the Palestinians were ready for statehood. There might be
a technical evaluation of the Fayyad government’s work,
after which the World Bank would report to the Ad Hoc
Liaison Committee (AHLC) the significant progress made
by the PA in building institutions. The Bank would state
that, in light of this progress, the Palestinians were ready
for statehood in terms of institutional performance. The
Bank would reiterate that without action to address the
remaining obstacles to private-sector development and
sustainable growth, the PA will remain donor dependent
and its institutions, no matter how robust, will not be
able to underpin a viable state. The AHLC might meet to
review the technical progress, and call on donors to make
available sufficient assistance to meet the 2012 recurrent
financing requirements. It would urge the PA to continue
reform efforts and fiscal discipline.
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One can also imagine a supportive but limited response
at the political level: the Quartet would issue a statement
recalling that change on the ground is integral to peace.
It would reaffirm its support for the Palestinian Authority,
call on Israel to take further steps to facilitate Palestinian
state-building and economic growth, and underscore
its commitment to a just, lasting, and comprehensive
Middle East peace. The Council of the European Union
would also express its full support for the PA, and signal
its readiness, when appropriate, to recognize a Palestinian
state. EU member states would pledge additional funding
to support Palestinian state-building.
A weak international response to the completion of the
two-year government program would not force Israel
into any difficult choices. Israel would probably join the
international community in praising Fayyad’s reforms.

How would this affect the political context and
the situation on the ground?

10

If PM Salam Fayyad and his government can demonstrate
that they have achieved the institutional standards
sought by the international community but that their
achievements elicit no political progress, one can
anticipate several changes to the political context.
First, such a response would break the connection
between institutional reform and political progress. For
the past decade, leading members of the international
community have argued that the poor performance of
Palestinian governance institutions is an impediment to
peace and Palestinian statehood.65 International pressure
for reform has strengthened Palestinian leaders who seek
to scale back PA public spending, and helped them to
tackle the heavy vested interests that weigh down the
Authority. Such reformers would be weakened if, after
August 2011, Palestinians observe that despite the Fayyad
government’s technical competence and transparency
they are no closer to achieving their objectives.

Fayyad has played up the prospects of political change,
arguing that his model of state-building will “force itself”
on the political process; a non-response from Israel and the
international community would prove him wrong. Fayyad
has become personally associated with this model.66 In
the event of failure to achieve any substantial change as
a result of his initiative, Fayyad is likely to come under
personal attack from opponents in Fatah, Hamas, and the
Palestinian left. He might choose to resign. If he continued
as prime minister, it would become increasingly difficult for
him to pursue the most politically tricky (and dangerous)
aspects of the reform process, such as restructuring of the
security sector (which includes slimming down the forces
and laying off Fatah cadres). Hamas might have an interest
at this moment to press for further influence in the West
Bank.
The broader Palestinian public might also turn away from
Fayyad’s model and seek alternatives. One consequence
of the apparent failure of Fayyad to achieve change might
be an increase in non-violent direct action. Another
consequence might be a spike in Palestinian violence
in the West Bank, or a resumption of attacks against
Israel. Among politically active Palestinians, belief in
the efficacy of violence is not restricted to Hamas: twothirds of Fatah members polled at the 2009 congress
indicated support for the view that “armed confrontations
have helped Palestinians achieve national rights in
ways that negotiations could not.”67 Polls indicate that
many Palestinians supported the Hamas attack against
settlers in August 2010.68 PA officials stress that they
“do not want to talk about a third intifada”; at the same
time, however, they emphasize that the endless “interim”
period and interminable process destroy hope among
Palestinians. The Fayyad government’s approach has
raised Palestinians’ expectations that something positive
will happen in 2011. If this hope is again dashed by the lack
of a positive response from the international community,
then “something serious is going to happen.”69

Second, it would strengthen political opponents of Fayyad
who argue that he is simply pursuing the “economic peace”
agenda and doing the security dirty work of the Israelis.
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State declaration/recognition options

thinking” needs to occur at the international level before
Palestinians turn to the Security Council.77

The idea
The PLO has repeatedly raised the idea of declaring a
Palestinian state, or seeking Security Council or other
international recognition for the state that was declared
in 1988. The 1988 Declaration of the State of Palestine
was recognized by more than a hundred states, though
this recognition was “often in equivocal terms.”70 The UN
General Assembly issued a limited response that did not
recommend Palestinian membership of the organization.71
The idea of a declaration of independence resurfaced
in 1998–99 as the end date of the interim agreement
approached. Palestinian and Israeli policymakers and
intellectuals again discussed the pros and cons of
Palestinian statehood.72 When President Arafat announced
that he would unilaterally declare the establishment of
a Palestinian state in May 1999, Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu responded that in this case Israel would
disregard all previous agreements and consider the Oslo
accords null and void.73 The US Senate took the prospect
of a Palestinian declaration seriously enough to adopt a
resolution opposing US recognition in case of a unilateral
declaration of independence. (This was reiterated by the
House of Representatives in 2010.)
In 2009, with the political process deadlocked, several
Palestinian figures began to wheel out state declaration/
recognition ideas again. In August 2009, President
Mahmoud Abbas proposed a unilateral declaration of
independence as one of two Palestinian fall-back positions
if final status negotiations failed; in November, he sought
support for the idea at the League of Arab States.74 The
idea was brought up again by the PLO leadership when
bilateral negotiations collapsed in October 2010, and it
now appears to be one of the PLO’s fall-back options if
negotiations do not resume.75 Fayyad’s own comments
have led commentators to conclude that he seeks
unilateral or multilateral action to secure international
recognition of Palestine, although he has pointed out that
the issue is “above my pay grade.”76 In November 2010,
Fayyad expressed his opinion that a “transformation in

At the end of 2010 and early in 2011, several states chose
to recognize Palestine. More may be willing to take this
step in August or September 2011 than were willing to
do so in 1988, for three reasons. First, there is now strong
international consensus around the idea of a two-state
solution to the conflict. Second, the political case for
recognizing a state is strengthened if one can argue that
the institutions of the state already exist in fact.78 Third,
many states may now doubt the willingness of the Israeli
side to make compromises necessary for peace following
revelations about the Olmert government’s rejection of
extensive PLO offers in 2008–09.79
How much does recognition by itself matter, though? There
is no consensus among international lawyers about the
meaning and role of recognition in the creation of states
in general,80 nor is there such consensus in the debate
over the existence of Palestine as a state.81 Professor
James Crawford, who has written extensively on the cases
of Palestine and Israel as well as on broader international
law relating to the creation of states, argues that while
recognition is not unimportant and “may contribute to
consolidation of status,” the establishment of new states
in modern international practice is a question of both law
and effectiveness, i.e., of the ability of the state to perform
functions and assume the responsibilities associated with
statehood. In the creation of states, “constitutive acts” are
needed. Collective recognition by itself is “not a substitute
for action.82
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The implications of international recognition of Palestine
would depend on the circumstances and political climate
of the moment. For our purposes, the key questions
surrounding the issue of recognition are: If Palestine is
“recognized,” is it then able to function internationally and
domestically as a state? What would recognition mean in
practical terms: i.e., what would the State of Palestine be
able to do that the PA and PLO cannot do now, and how
would recognition change the situation on the ground for
Palestinians living in the West Bank, Gaza, or in a refugee
camp in Jordan, Syria or Lebanon?
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We will review possible processes for seeking recognition
of Palestine, and then examine three possible outcomes of
the process.

Possible processes
The Security Council route
Because the State of Palestine has already been
proclaimed by the PLO, the state declaration/recognition
ideas proposed for 2011 mainly revolve around the idea
of obtaining a UN Security Council resolution that leads to
collective recognition of the state and its admission to the
United Nations.
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To achieve recognition of Palestine, the PLO might request
the support of the League of Arab States in tabling a
Security Council resolution calling for the admission of
the State of Palestine to the UN. The LAS member in the
Council83 would table a draft resolution, and members
would negotiate and vote. Another member of the Security
Council could also lead a UN process for recognition of
the State of Palestine. It is not impossible to imagine an
EU member state that is also a Security Council member
(such as France) tabling a resolution calling for recognition
of the State of Palestine.84
Wording of the draft Security Council resolution would
be a crucial determinant of the success or failure of the
state-recognition strategy. To avoid a US veto, the drafters
would need to seek language that was consistent with
already-stated US or Quartet positions relating to the twostate solution. The resolution should not use language
that would predetermine the outcome of subsequent
negotiations, or in any other way close the door to a peace
agreement. Arab sponsors and the PLO would need to
take great care to ensure that the process went far enough
to make a substantial difference, while avoiding overreach
in their efforts to achieve Palestinian aspirations.
The extent of territory of a state is not always specified
in UN resolutions – indeed, in its 1949 Resolution
recommending the admission of Israel to the UN, the
Council made no mention of borders or even of armistice

lines.85 In the Palestinian case, however, a resolution would
probably need to include language describing the territory
as within 1967 borders, with land swaps to be negotiated
with Israel at a later date. Some diplomats argue that only
by defining the borders would a state-recognition process
be meaningful: this would clarify the status of settlements
and enable the Palestinian government to plan and
exercise authority on the basis of fixed territory. Defining
the borders might also defeat other claims to sovereignty
over the territory, which would otherwise survive.86 The
United States might, however, be more likely to accept a
Security Council resolution if it referred to a state within
provisional borders87 – as set out in the Road Map.88
If the Security Council recommended to the General
Assembly that Palestine be admitted to the UN, the
General Assembly would be likely to support this. Palestine
would then become a UN member state. It would be able
to join international organizations such as the World
Health Organization and UNESCO, and ratify treaties
and conventions.89 It could accede to the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court. It would acquire the
rights and duties associated with statehood, including
the “inherent right of individual or collective self-defense”
described in Article 51 of the UN Charter and the obligation
to prevent terrorism set out in Security Council resolution
1373 (2001).
Complicated issues would immediately arise. How would
the PLO’s legal status change on establishment of the
state? Who would lead the new state, and by what process
would Palestinian people be permitted to endorse their
leadership? Which individuals would the new state regard
as its nationals – and who would be entitled to decide?
If refugees were granted Palestinian citizenship, how
would this affect the right of return?90 How would the
Palestinian state’s issue of Palestinian passports, outside
the Oslo framework, affect the status of identification
documents previously issued to Palestinians by Israel?
What would the “inherent right of … self-defense” mean
for Palestine in a context in which the government of Israel
has specified that it would only accept a demilitarized
Palestinian State?91 The PLO (or possibly the PA) would
need to address these kinds of questions internally before
initiating a process leading to recognition of the state.92
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Alternative routes to collective recognition of the
State

Unsuccessful push for recognition of the State of
Palestine

An alternative UN process would be possible if the United
States vetoed a Security Council resolution, or if it became
clear prior to tabling a resolution that the US would not
support recognition of the State of Palestine. Arab states
could table a resolution in the General Assembly under the
Uniting for Peace formula, which was established in 1950
to enable the Assembly to take action if the Council “fails
to exercise its primary responsibility for the maintenance
of international peace and security in any case where there
appears to be a threat to the peace.”93 A GA resolution
under this formula could polarize the membership, and it
would probably not lead to the admission of Palestine as a
UN member state.94

Within the Palestinian political context, the failure of
another PLO attempt to secure statehood via a UN route
would be another blow to those arguing for a law-based
approach to achieving Palestinian objectives. Such a
failure would probably strengthen the hand of Palestinian
advocates of armed struggle and alliance with the “axis of
resistance”95 vis-à-vis those who advocate an international
legal and diplomatic approach to resolution of the conflict
with Israel.

The PLO could also seek broader international recognition
of Palestine outside the UN – for example, by seeking
collective recognition of the state by the European Union
and other intergovernmental organizations. This would
build upon the decisions by Brazil, Argentina, and other
governments to recognize Palestine in late 2010 and early
2011.

How would this affect the political context and
the situation on the ground?
The practical impact of a diplomatic initiative to secure
state recognition would, of course, depend on whether
it resulted in failure or success. By “failure” we mean an
effort to achieve international recognition that leads to
no significant advance on the PLO’s 1988 declaration. By
“success” we mean a push for recognition that leads to a
Security Council resolution and admission of Palestine as
a UN member state. We assess possible outcomes of each
scenario below; we also look at a “half-way” outcome that
leads to broader international recognition of Palestine
than was achieved in 1988, but does not result in a
Security Council resolution recommending UN admission,
or recognition by the US or Israel.

A failed diplomatic initiative might also deliver a blow to
the Fayyad government’s efforts to generate optimism
and a sense of dynamism into Palestinian state-building: it
would appear to demonstrate to Palestinians that nothing
was changing, and the interim arrangements would
continue for the foreseeable future.
An unsuccessful attempt at Palestinian unilateral action to
secure state recognition might damage PLO-US relations,
because the US has made it clear that it opposes any
unilateral steps by either party.96 It might also erode
the PLO-Israel relationship, rendering another round of
negotiations more difficult to establish.
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In terms of the practicalities of the occupation, Israel
might choose not to make any immediate changes on the
ground: it could simply ignore the unsuccessful push for
state recognition and continue its relationship with the
PA much as before. Alternatively, Israel could interpret
the attempt as an explicit repudiation of the Oslo accords,
argue that the PLO’s action had rendered Oslo null and
void, and claim that this gave Israel the right to re-impose
full Israeli rule on the territory it occupied in 1967.97
An unsuccessful PLO initiative to gain state recognition
might create legal problems for the donors to the PA,
if Israel chose to argue that the initiative had by itself
rendered the Oslo accords null and void.98 In this case, the
Palestinian Authority (which was a creation of Oslo) could
cease to have the international legal status that it currently
possesses.
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A successful push for recognition of the State of
Palestine
United States support for a Security Council resolution
calling for the admission of Palestine to the UN (with
provisional borders or otherwise) would constitute a
transformation in US policy toward the conflict.99 Such a
transformation would almost certainly prompt a change
in the Israeli occupation, because of the diplomatic and
military importance of the US to Israel and because the
US would be unlikely to recognize Palestine without
first developing detailed arrangements to ensure Israel’s
security. In the case of US recognition of the State of
Palestine, Israel too might choose to recognize the state,
which would lead to a broader transformation of the
relationship between Israel and the Palestinians.100
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The recognition of the State and its admission as a Member
State of the UN would strengthen Palestinian leaders
who had argued for pursuit of national aspirations via
international engagement and international law, at least in
the short run. In the longer term, the effect of recognition
on the internal Palestinian dynamic would depend on
how conditions in the new state evolved, which in turn
would depend on the type of international involvement
in implementation. This subject is beyond the scope of the
current paper.

‘Half way’: broader international recognition,
without US recognition or UN membership
The international trend toward recognition of the State
of Palestine101 might lead to a new General Assembly
resolution calling for international recognition of Palestine
on 1967 borders with East Jerusalem as its capital, possibly
accompanied by collective recognition of the state
by the European Union and other intergovernmental
organizations. To what extent would this form of
recognition enable Palestinians to achieve their objectives
of ending the occupation and establishing the state?
Would such recognition by itself have any impact on the
Palestinian government’s capacity to serve and protect
Palestinians?

A General Assembly resolution or other form of collective
recognition would not be likely to lead to an immediate
withdrawal of Israeli forces from territories Israel occupied
in 1967. The government of Israel might feel additional
political pressure. International recognition of Palestine
without the explicit support of the US would not, however,
alleviate Israel’s security concerns; indeed, a General
Assembly resolution recognizing Palestine could add to
Israelis’ sense that UN member states are generally biased
against Israel, and that the country is under attack.
The historical record suggests that when the government
of Israel weighs general international political pressure
(as opposed to political pressure specifically from the
United States) against the pressure of its own security
considerations, the latter tend to override the former. If
the call for recognition came from the GA but not from the
Security Council, the occupation would likely continue.
Palestinians would remain unable to remove Israeli
settlements (which are already illegal under international
law).102 Recognition would not enable the Palestinian
government to monopolize the legitimate use of force
within the West Bank and Gaza Strip, neither would it
enable Palestinians to control borders of the territory.
Palestinian movement of people and goods, and capacity
to manage the economy, would continue to be restricted
by Israel.
The Palestinian leadership could make some significant
changes upon recognition of the state: it could, for
example, begin to enter into treaty relations with other
states. It could declare the ministries and other statelike institutions of the PA dissolved and immediately reestablish them as state institutions. If the occupation
continued, the transfer of funds to these institutions might
subsequently depend on Israeli cooperation; but with
Israeli consent, international donors and aid agencies that
recognized the new state might engage with ministries
and other Palestinian bodies as they would with state
institutions elsewhere. The United States might decide
that it would be unable to work with the institutions, and
cut funds or channel money via NGOs or agencies that
implemented projects directly.
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The PLO would need to decide how it would relate to the
new state. The recognition of a state prior to resolution of
final status issues, particularly the refugee question, would
probably mean that at least some Palestinians would
not wish the PLO to be dissolved. Palestinians might
therefore continue to be represented internationally by
two institutions, not one; and at the Palestinian, if not
the international, level there would be three Palestinian
institutions: the state, the PLO, and the Hamas entity in
Gaza. This situation might impede the development of
the state as the preeminent unifying political body for
Palestinians.

restricted version of the State of Palestine was better,
and more worthy of their loyalty, than its alternatives –
including armed resistance or continued negotiations
within the Oslo framework. They might be able to do so
if they were able to demonstrate that state recognition
would not lead to a fizzling-out of international focus on
the conflict,106 but would instead be the starting point of
a coherent political strategy leading to full sovereignty
over the West Bank and Gaza Strip. However, these leaders
would need to make their case in the context of a stilldivided polity and society, in which skeptical voices have
strong backing from elsewhere in the region.

How would broader international recognition of Palestine
transform the Palestinian political dynamic? The PLO
leaders who had sought recognition would argue
that broader recognition than that achieved in 1988
constituted an important step toward achieving national
aspirations. The excitement of a new start could, some
advocates argue, help to resolve the internal divisions
and open up political space within which the Palestinian
national movement could renew itself.

For Palestinians inside the occupied territory, life in the
internationally recognized Palestine might not feel very
different from the status quo ante. For those living outside,
creation of the state in this way – with Gaza divided from
the West Bank, without Jerusalem, without prior resolution
of the refugee question – might be regarded as a heavy
blow, a sell-out by the leadership on issues that Palestinians
have fought for over the course of six decades.

The PLO’s pursuit of the state recognition route would
create a “moment of truth:”103 it would challenge both the
PLO and its competitors to convince Palestinian people
that theirs was the correct route toward the achievement
of Palestinian national aspirations. The task of convincing
Palestinians to unite behind a new state under these
circumstances would be a huge challenge, because it
would – at least in the beginning – be so much less than
the state most Palestinians have hoped for: a “virtual” twostate solution in the absence of a real one.104 Although
Palestinians would have nominal independence, their
state would be occupied and access to Jerusalem would
still be highly restricted. The refugee issue would remain
unresolved.105 Although state recognition would not imply
that Palestinians had surrendered claims to any final status
issues, these claims might be “diluted” by recognition of
the state.
For the state to survive and become resilient, Palestinian
leaders who made the decision to seek recognition in
2011 would need to convince their people that this highly
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If the PLO leadership failed to win the support of a strong
majority of Palestinians by their arguments, the state
would remain fragile and vulnerable to those advocating
alternative routes to Palestinian freedom. The Gaza-West
Bank split might ossify, and divisions between people in
the Strip and the West Bank might become permanent,
threatening the long-term viability of the state.107

Dissolution of the Palestinian Authority
The idea
The idea of dissolving the PA has been tossed around by
Palestinian intellectuals since at least 2003. The idea is more
powerful now than it was in the past, however: Palestinians
and international donors have invested a great deal in the
PA, and in the past two years PA institutions in the West
Bank have become stronger and more mature. Palestinians
are now able to argue that they can build a state, but are not
willing do so until Israel and the international community
also provide a just solution to the conflict.
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Dissolving the PA would, in some ways, “rewind” the
situation to the pre-peace process days when Israel clearly
imposed its rule over Palestinians in the West Bank and
Gaza. The existence of a PA since Oslo has, the argument
goes, deceived public opinion and created a situation in
which “international and the Palestinian publics expect
the PA to fulfill the functions of a state while it has neither
the authority, institutions, nor responsibilities of such a
body.”108 Dissolving the PA would make the reality of Israel’s
continuing occupation abundantly clear. It would “throw
back the hot potato of direct responsibility for Palestinian
welfare to the Israelis and the Israeli occupation.”109
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An end to the “deluxe occupation”110 would be a huge
challenge for Israel. Running Palestinian schools and
hospitals directly, collecting Palestinian rubbish, and
operating water and sewage systems in Palestinian cities is
even less attractive to Israel than it was in the past, because
the PA is now performing these services rather effectively.
Perhaps most important for Israel, the PA would no longer
maintain law and order in Palestinian population centers
or work to prevent terrorist attacks. Israel would have to
conduct all security operations directly.
The idea of dissolving the PA is, as Yossi Beilin puts it, “a
kind of suicide threat: ‘I won’t be here any longer, but you
will never forgive yourselves.’ ”111 Dissolving the PA is also
a way of focusing Israeli and Palestinian attention on a
specific alternative to the two-state solution: the idea of
Israelis and Palestinians living together in one state. Ali
Jarbawi, the current minister of planning of the Palestinian
Authority, argued in 2008 that dissolving the PA is the only
way to jolt Israel out of the current pattern of “meaningless
negotiations” that it uses “as a cover to enhance its presence
in the West Bank and East Jerusalem.” Jarbawi argued that
demography is “the basic determining element of this
conflict,” and added:
“The only way Israel might become serious about
a two-state solution is if its existence as a Jewish
state is threatened. Such a threat cannot come
through an everlasting open negotiating process or
by launching handmade rockets at Israel’s borders.
A serious threat is only posed if [following a failed

negotiating process] Palestinians … refocus their
efforts toward the one-state option.”
A Palestinian strategy aimed at “total integration within
the state of Israel,” rather than independence, would force
Israel “to face up to the real challenge of maintaining its
existence as a Jewish state.”112 The historian Tony Judt also
made the point that Israel cannot continue to be a Jewish
and democratic state unless it either evacuates the West
Bank and Gaza or conducts “full-scale ethnic cleansing as
a state project, something which would condemn Israel
forever to the status of an outlaw state, an international
pariah.”113
Sari Nusseibeh argues that if a negotiated two-state solution
is not possible, dissolving the PA and focusing on the onestate option is preferable to “enclaves of Palestinians living
under the hegemony – military and otherwise – of Israel.”
Although Palestinians would not have full political rights
in Israel, they would have civil rights114 and could “fight
for equal rights, rights of existence, return, and equality”:
“we could take it slowly over the years and there could be
a peaceful movement - like in South Africa.”115
Daniel Levy describes dissolving the PA as a “Rubicon”
for Palestinian leaders because it entails, among other
things, “abandoning their deference to American and
donor political demands and the daily conveniences and
perks of not overtly challenging Israel in the diplomaticpolitical arena (such as not being imprisoned, prevented
from traveling, or not having to go back into exile and
also maintaining their PA patronage network – not easy
things to kiss goodbye).”116 In early 2011, popular protests
elsewhere in the region sought to root out corruption
in government. Palestinians, following this lead, might
choose to focus on aspects of the Oslo framework that
for nearly two decades have given their leaders a vested
interest in the status quo. Under popular pressure to end
their privileges, the Palestinian leadership might be a little
more willing to cross the Rubicon and dissolve the PA in
2011 than they were last year.
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The process
On September 1, 2011, the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, could declare his resignation and announce
the dissolution of his cabinet and of the Palestinian Authority. He would announce the final day of salary payment for public-sector workers, who make up a quarter of
employed people in the occupied Palestinian territory. Palestinian security forces would be dismissed. Construction
of infrastructure by the Authority would stop, and schools
and hospitals run by the PA would cease to function unless Israel, as occupying power, took immediate steps to
retain the former PA staff and maintain the power, water,
and other material supplies.
The chairman of the PLO could arrange for collection of all
weapons in the hands of the Palestinian police, and then
request that the Israeli authorities take these weapons
from designated collection points. According to Adnan
Abu Odeh, this would be an important symbol: it “would
end the fiction of the PA leading to a sovereign state, force
the Israelis to resume their obligations as an occupying
power, and drive home the point that a binational IsraeliPalestinian state is a real option.”117
Prime Minister Fayyad could calculate the sums remaining
in PA coffers. He could return any unspent monies to the
appropriate donors, or alternatively propose that donors
reallocate their funds toward integrating Palestinians in
the State of Israel.118

How would this affect the political context and
the situation on the ground?
The spectacle of Israeli forces entering West Bank cities,
taking over Palestinian ministries and institutions, and
patrolling the streets in place of Palestinian police would
be a shocking one – especially for the generation of
Palestinians that has never witnessed full Israeli civil and
military control. It would be hard to imagine a completely
peaceful handover from the PA to Israeli officials and
forces, especially as many Palestinian civil servants and
security officials would feel shocked both by their sudden
loss of employment and status, and by the end of the

dream of statehood. The creation of the PA created many
vested interests in maintaining calm; this would end
with its dissolution.119 The end of the PA would also have
an immediate, significant impact on Palestinian living
standards in the West Bank, unless Israel chose to continue
paying the salaries of those currently employed by the PA.
According to one estimate, a million Palestinians depend
on incomes from the Authority.120
The only part of the Palestinian territory in which the
decision to dissolve the PA would have little visible impact
would be Gaza: here, the Hamas authority would remain
in place unless Israel chose forcibly to dismantle it. The
economy of Gaza would be affected by the dissolution,
because the PA is currently paying salaries to its officials
there. Ending these salary payments would cut an
important source of income to many Gaza families. Hamas
has alternative sources of income, however,121 and its
authority in Gaza would probably survive – leaving it as
the only functioning Palestinian governance institution.
Hamas would probably portray this as a triumph, and it
might be strengthened politically as a result.
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The PLO would continue to be recognized internationally
as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people, and following dissolution of the PA it would
resume all responsibility for dealing with Israel on behalf
of Palestinians. Because the PLO is associated with Oslo,
however, the Organization would need to re-establish
its legitimacy as leader of the Palestinians following a
decision to abandon a strategy it had pursued for the past
seventeen years. To retain its leadership position the PLO
would probably need to undergo a comprehensive process
of internal reform, re-examine its objectives – including
pursuit of the two-state solution – and establish a new
political strategy and perhaps new leadership. In doing
so, it would compete for the loyalty of Palestinians with
Hamas and probably with other actors on the Palestinian
political scene that might emerge as a result of this radical
shake-up.
Perhaps the most important question arising from the idea
of dissolving the PA is how the Israeli public and Israeli
political leaders would respond. The diplomat and analyst
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Tal Becker argued recently that the only principle on which
Israelis across the political spectrum agree is that “we
would like Israel to be a vibrant, Jewish, and democratic
state, as secure within its borders as possible.” Beyond this,
he said, Israelis disagree about “just about everything.”
Becker also made the point that while many Israelis see
the need for the establishment of a Palestinian state, they
also feel threatened by it.122

Equally, Fayyad himself could resign, leaving a governance
vacuum in the West Bank that moderate Palestinians, the
international community, or Israel would struggle to fill.

So would dissolution of the PA persuade Israelis that a twostate solution to the conflict is the only way to preserve
Israel’s identity as a “vibrant, Jewish, and democratic state?”
Would they suddenly perceive, if the PA ceased to exist,
that the absence of a Palestinian state would constitute a
greater threat to Israel’s existence as a democratic, Jewish
state than would its potential presence? Or would Israelis
hunker down behind the security barrier, accept that
young Israelis would continue to serve their years in the
IDF to administer the occupation, and resign themselves
to the impossibility of ending the conflict? Whether
dissolution if the PA is a destructive option or the way to a
fresh start depends on the answer to these questions.

The idea

Assessment
The three options discussed above carry heavy risks. A
push for state recognition at the United Nations is, as one
UN official put it, a “one-shot wonder”: a strategy that, if
it fails to bring significant outcomes (in terms of ending
the occupation and establishing the state), cannot easily
be repeated. Dissolving the PA could shift the political
context in important ways, but this route may be more
destructive than constructive.123 “Business as usual” is the
path of least resistance for the international community,
but failing to support the progress that Fayyad has made
is also potentially dangerous: the government’s position is
already fragile, and it needs all the support it can get simply
in order to survive beyond 2011. As an Israeli intelligence
official warned foreign correspondents in November
2010, “All this can vanish within five minutes.… If Abu
Mazen (Mahmoud Abbas) retires, nobody really knows
what will be the future of Salam Fayyad.” President Abbas
could walk away from the process “if he feels he has been
humiliated by the Arab states, Israel, the US, whoever.”124

A better idea?
New facts on the ground with international
endorsement

Salam Fayyad wants to convince the majority of Palestinians
and Israelis that the two-state solution can actually
happen. One of his overall objectives in building solid
and responsible Palestinian institutions is to transform
Palestinian statehood “from the realm of the concept”
into something that is regarded by both Palestinians
and Israelis “as totally possible.”125 “Getting that majority
to really believe it can happen is the challenge that has
for long been underestimated,” he argues. The process
has to begin with an “overarching vision of the state,” and
proceed through principled institution-building until “the
reality” of the state “begins to force itself on you.” This
process is described by Fayyad as the “transformation and
transition of Palestinian statehood from a concept to the
realm of possibility and then to the realm of reality. That’s
the power of it.”126
Fayyad and his government have already convinced some
former skeptics that Palestinian institutions could be
strong enough to support a responsible state – but they
have a long way to go.127 Another year or two of successful
institution-building and improved security performance
might, however, be enough to ensure that the idea of
Palestinian statehood begins to solidify in Palestinian and
Israeli political consciousness. This extra time might also
permit Palestinian and Arab diplomats an opportunity
to secure the “transformation in thinking” that Fayyad
believes is necessary before Palestinians turn to the UN
for recognition of the state,128 and to permit a gradual
opening of Palestinian internal debate about ideas of
statehood.
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Two changes could help to convince Palestinians to persist
with the Fayyad approach to state-building. First, a series
of visible changes to the occupation could persuade
Palestinians of the efficacy of the PA’s current approach.
In Prime Minister Fayyad’s view, Palestinians urgently
need to see evidence that the occupation is being rolled
back.129 The prime minister has proposed several possible
changes,130 “political deliverables” that would broaden the
scope of the PA, reduce the impact of the occupation, and
indicate to Palestinians that their government’s approach
is helping them toward statehood.131
Second, the Fayyad government also needs some kind of
political “moment” marking the completion of the statebuilding program. Palestinian Authority officials stress
that the government is serious about the August 2011
deadline: something must happen on or before this date
to enable the government to maintain momentum. One
senior Palestinian official argued that the deadline was,
in fact, the only important aspect of the plan: “if nothing
significant happens in August 2011, but the PA continues
as it was before, it will lose the last remnants of its
legitimacy.”132
Both these changes could contribute to the performance
legitimacy of the PA, whether or not elections are held in
2011.

The process
The process could have two stages:
1.
The PA and Israel would make a series of
agreements, to be implemented throughout 2011, which
would create space for and expand the scope of the PA;
2.
The August deadline would be marked by an
international event to consolidate the achievements of the
PA, and make a further significant step toward statehood.
There are a number of areas in which the government of
Israel could transfer powers, authority, and territory to the
Palestinian Authority and ensure increased PA visibility to
Palestinians prior to a peace agreement without explicitly

changing the status of the Authority.133 Much work has
been done already on identifying possible areas for
change, by Israeli researchers and by international officials.
Israel could agree to re-designate parts of Area B and C to
permit the PA to exercise the same authority as it does in
Area A.134 It could go further and evacuate settlements in
parts of the north and south of the West Bank to enhance
Palestinian territorial contiguity in these areas. Israel and
the PA could agree on new security measures that would
allow Palestinian forces to deploy more widely, enhance
their freedom of movement, and potentially allow them
greater control over border crossings.135 Israel could also
agree to limit its own deployments in the West Bank.
In the economic arena, Israel and the PA might agree
that the Palestinians could sign economic agreements
with third parties. Israel could also permit additional PA
activity in East Jerusalem.136 The Office of the Quartet
representative has been seeking some of these changes,
and in February 2011 the Quartet Representative, Tony
Blair, announced a package of measures that have been
agreed with the government of Israel. In announcing the
package, Blair acknowledged that there has, in the past,
been a substantial gap between what Israel agrees to do
and what it actually implements: “agreement to all this,” he
said, “is not the same as implementation.”137
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Stage one in this process is not, and should not look
like, a substitute for a peace agreement or a new interim
agreement. Measures to roll back the occupation and
expand the scope and visibility of the PA should be evident
primarily in terms of outcomes rather than process. This
is important for two reasons. First, anything that looks
like a new interim agreement is likely to create suspicion
among Palestinians, who tend to wish to avoid another
Oslo-type situation in which “temporary” arrangements
become permanent. Second, the PA should not appear
to be usurping the PLO as the political interlocutor with
Israel: this might prompt a Palestinian political crisis, which
would prevent consolidation of the PA’s achievements and
block further progress in state-building.138
There are various options for the second stage in
this process, i.e., an international event designed to
consolidate the achievements of the PA and to designate a
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way forward toward statehood. The purpose of the event
would be to signal that Palestinian accomplishments
had changed the situation on the ground, opening up
new possibilities for progress.139 The event would also
provide justification for continued donor support to the
PA.140 One option would be a Security Council resolution
noting Palestinian institutional and security progress and
calling for intensified international cooperation toward
the establishment of a Palestinian state on 1967 borders,
with negotiated land swaps.
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Another option would be for the Quartet to recognize,
perhaps at an international meeting, that the Palestinians
have fulfilled their Phase I Road Map commitments.
The Quartet might then convene an international
conference, as envisaged in Phase II of the Road Map,
to focus international efforts on “the option of creating
an independent Palestinian state… as a way station
to a permanent status settlement.” A Quartet/Road
Map international event has certain advantages: the
PA, at least, is eager to have Quartet (rather than only
the US) endorsement of its work;141 the Road Map has
“international legitimacy” because it has been endorsed by
the UN Security Council;142 and the Road Map provides an
agreed way forward. Alternatives to a Quartet conference
include a new Security Council resolution endorsing
Palestinian progress, or some other type of international
political event.
This process should be accompanied by an opening-up of
Palestinian political life. The elections currently scheduled
for 2011 provide an opportunity for debate about
Palestinian government, and for discussion about the
broader idea of progress toward Palestinian statehood.

How would this affect the political context and
the situation on the ground?
If it were implemented effectively, this process would
lead to noticeable changes in the way the PA operates,
serves its citizens, and provides security. Services would
improve, adding to the PA’s performance legitimacy, and
the PA would become increasingly visible and present
in the lives of Palestinians. This would help to create a

sense of loyalty and belonging to the nascent state.143 It
would simultaneously build confidence on the Palestinian
side that the occupation was on its way out, helping to
convince Palestinians that, as one commentator put it, the
Fayyad government’s strategy was “the smart man’s way
to achieve Palestinian aspirations.”144 On the Israeli side,
too, the process could gradually build public confidence
that de-occupation without unacceptable security threats
might be possible. This would not, by itself, overcome Israeli
proponents of continuing occupation and settlement of
the West Bank. A stronger, more convincing Palestinian
Authority would, however, help to strengthen political
voices in Israel calling for eventual de-occupation. Some
commentators argue that de-occupation is a prerequisite
for a successful peace deal. 145
A low-profile route such as this one has scope to enhance
the standing and legitimacy of the Fayyad government
without a “moment of truth” that could provoke Palestinian
political crisis. The route would not constitute an explicit
alternative to PLO-led negotiations, nor would it require
a major PLO or presidential policy decision. The president
would, of course, need to lend his overall support to the
prime minister, but moving forward in this way would
not constitute a break from the past: there are already
precedents for agreements between the government
of Israel and the Palestinian Authority.146 It could be
implemented alongside a gradual re-introduction of open
political debate, dialogue, and competition, starting with
local elections in summer 2011.
The results of pursuing this route should be evident to
Palestinians and Israelis mainly in terms of outcomes
rather than process. Implementation is, therefore, crucial:
without effective implementation, this approach amounts
to nothing, or worse than nothing. Unless changes on the
ground were significant and noticeable to Palestinians,
critics of the Fayyad government in Ramallah and Gaza
would be able to argue that Fayyad had failed in his
objective and was simply beautifying the occupation.
How, then, to ensure that the measures agreed between
Israel and the PA are implemented? The precedents are
not encouraging.147 International processes such as
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monitoring have some scope,148 but the most important
change that must occur is that the government of Israel
must seek a continuation of the approach pursued by
the Fayyad government. As Robert Danin puts it, the
government of Israel must suspend its ambivalence and
recognize that Fayyad and Abbas “are the best partners
Israel is ever likely to find.”149 Events in the region, and
pressure from inside Israel to seize the initiative, may
encourage the government of Israel to support neighbors
with whom it can work.
The Quartet and other international actors can help elevate
implementation of the Fayyad plan from the technical to
the political. To date, they have not done this consistently:
the Fayyad program has been endorsed by the Quartet,
but it is uncontroversial and has been a lesser priority than
bilateral negotiations. The US, in particular, “has tended to
focus its high-level attention on negotiations, while leaving
subordinates to do the important work on the ground to
support Palestinian state-building.”150 Quartet members
need to take a policy decision that implementation of the
Fayyad government’s program is a political priority. The
United States, European Union, Russian Federation, UN,
and members of the AHLC need to send a clear, consistent
message that the changes sought by Fayyad are important
and that Israel must take action to facilitate them.151

Conclusion
The Palestinian Authority government led by Salam
Fayyad has made three important contributions to
Palestinian state-building. First, it has consolidated
and professionalized the PA’s institutions in key areas,
including management of public finances and security.152
The political case for statehood is strengthened if one can
argue that core institutions already exist, and are capable
of performing state functions responsibly. Second, the PA
has maintained a period of calm – even of optimism – in
the West Bank, preventing a further decline in Palestinian
human and physical capital. Third, under Fayyad’s
leadership the PA has helped to keep the idea of two
states alive in Palestinian and Israeli public consciousness.
One of the prime minister’s overall objectives has been
to transform Palestinian statehood “from the realm of

the concept” into something that is regarded by both
Palestinians and Israelis “as totally possible.”153 “Getting
that majority to really believe it can happen is the challenge
that has for long been underestimated,” he argues.
Fayyad and his team have helped to begin the process of
transforming Palestinian statehood “from a concept to the
realm of possibility,” if not yet to the realm of reality.154
The process of Palestinian state-building is incomplete,
however. International recognition of Palestine in 2011
would be unlikely to lead to the establishment of a state
that monopolizes the legitimate use of force within
the territory claimed by the PLO. Two large political
impediments remain. The Israeli occupation is the first,
heaviest, and most obvious of these. The Palestinian
political situation is the second impediment: Palestinians
are not united behind the idea of statehood that is being
proposed by President Abbas and promoted by Salam
Fayyad. State-building (as opposed to institution-building)
is a profoundly political process, one that involves a
progressive strengthening of the relationship between the
state and society, so that the state comes to be regarded
by the vast majority of its citizens as the legitimate source
of public authority.155 State-building requires an effective
political process for negotiating the mutual demands
between the state and societal groups.156 Construction of
a resilient Palestinian state cannot take place in a context
in which Palestinian political life is “suspended,” partly as a
consequence of external pressures.157
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Opening Palestinian political life, freeing up internal
dialogue and political bargaining, is of course risky. US
and European policies have long been influenced by
the idea that “inconvenient Palestinian politics can and
should be delayed because a negotiating breakthrough is
just around the corner.”158 But the political dimension of
Palestinian state-building has to happen at some point. A
transition from the present leadership is inevitable, even if
it is not imminent: new leaders must emerge to articulate
options for the Palestinian state, and these leaders can
come forward only through dialogue among Palestinians.
2011 may, in fact, offer important opportunities for the
Palestinian leadership to encourage political debate
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around non-violent routes to Palestinian statehood.
Across the Arab world, “moderate” and “hardliner”
labels are breaking down, new political players and
alliances are emerging, and proponents of clean, secular
democratic government have begun to offer alternatives
to discredited old regimes and to Islamist parties.159 There
is, according to Marwan Muasher, a “unique window of
opportunity to spur a new discourse” in the Arab world,
one that combines a commitment to peaceful means with
political pluralism and inclusiveness.160 In the Palestinian
context, popular interest in political life and political
action may also have increased as a result of events in
Egypt, Tunisia, and elsewhere. People have seen popular
movements delivering irreversible political change.
Transformations that the US has been trying for years to
achieve have been brought about by the largely peaceful
actions of ordinary people. There is a growth of confidence
among Palestinians’ closest Arab neighbors, among
whom a “deep sense of impotence and failure” has been
superseded by collective optimism.161 This change carries
with it tremendous positive potential. A transformation
of Palestinian political scene is almost inevitable in this
regional context; this transformation is more likely to
proceed calmly if a process is agreed, and can proceed
under the unifying authority of President Abbas.162
Palestinians still have a long way to go. In mid-January
2011, Hussein Agha and Robert Malley argued that
Fayyad’s accomplishments would not make the necessary
difference to the cause of Palestinian statehood: “history is
not in the habit of rewarding good behavior; it is a struggle,
not a beauty contest.” They painted a stark picture of the
state of the conflict: “Today,” they wrote, “there is little trust,
no direct talks, no settlement freeze, and, one at times
suspects, not much of a US policy.… This is probably not
what the world had in mind when Obama took office.…
It won’t get better any time soon.”163 Despite the changes
under way in the region, many elements of this picture are
likely to remain; and it is far from clear in which direction
Israelis and Palestinians will be pushed by the upheaval.
What has changed, however, is the deadlock: the region
is moving, and with it the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The
challenge, for Palestinians, Israelis, and their international
partners, is to build rapidly on the positive dimensions of
this complex picture.
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